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SUMMARY: 

The Jersey property includes the former Jersey and Emerald lead-zinc mines, and the 
Emerald, Dodger, Feeney and Invincible tungsten mines operated by Canadian 
Exploration (a wholly owned subsidiary of Placer Development - now Placer Dome) 
from 1947 to 1973. The property is located in south-eastern British Columbia 
approximately 10 kilometers south of the town of Salmo. 

In 1993, Sultan Minerals Inc. acquired the property and undertook an exploration 
program that entailed ground and airborne geophysical surveys, prospecting and rock 
chip sampling. This work led to the identification of several targets that were believed to 
have potential for gold mineralization, which were followed up in 1994 and 1995 by 
surface drilling totalling 1324 meters. 

Further work was carried out in 1996, with more soil sampling, geological mapping and 
research, prospecting, and surface and underground diamond drilling. An analysis of 
some of the large volume of historical plans and geological data acquired in the fall of 
1996 resulted in the recognition of the potential of the area between the old Jersey lead- 
zinc mine and the underlying granite mass (the ‘inter-zone’). This inter-zone has 
potential for lead-zinc in carbonates, (the Lower Jersey Horizon) and gold and tungsten 
and molybdenum in various distinct associations with intrusives. ln addition, re- 
examination of drill hole logs from previous drilling along the eastern margin of the mine 
resulted in additional targets for gold exploration in the Bismuth gold zone. 

This report covers the work done between 3 February 1997 and 3 1 October 1997 as 
follow up to the 1996 program. During this period 1215.5 metres of diamond drilling 
was carried out to test these new areas of potential. The eight holes that tested a portion 
of the proposed lower Jersey Horizon confirmed that this stratigraphic horizon is more 
structurally complex than anticipated, and that while lead-zinc mineralization exists, it is 
lower grade and narrower than the previous operation in the area tested. 

Testing of the gold targets was carried out by drilling eight short holes totaling 228 
metres. A new mode of occurrence was identified when sampling of old core returned 
significant gold in a siliceous cross-dyke setting. However, initial results suggest that 
continuity is limited in this association. Other holes tested pyrrhotite-pyrite targets. 
Further work on the various gold associations is needed to improve deftition of targets. 



Surface work at the south end of the Jersey ws carried out in September, 1997. .4 
review of old data, geologic mapping, trenchrng and the drilling of one hole, verified the 
concept that further potential exists for mineralization to the south of the old workings. 

Drilling in the inter-zone, Lvhich was primarily to test the Lower Jersey Horizon, also 
confinned that the geology is favorable for tungsten potential. Molybdenum 
mineralization was intersected in a leucocratic siliceous cross-dyke setting, which 
warrants further follow-up. No significant gold was found, but two holes revealed a 
siliceous cross-dyke system that is worthy of further study. 

A follow-up geochem survey was carried out on an area of anomalous zinc values in the 
Wilson Creek area of the Posie group in late October. This work confirmed the previous 
anomaly, although values weren’t as high. 
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DIAMOSD DRILLIKG REPORT 
OIV THE 

JERSEY PROPERTY 
NELSON 3IINING DI\‘ISJON 

SALMO, B.C. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Jersey Property is located in the fi:est Kootenays of south-eastern British Columbia. 
It encompasses the former Jersey and Emerald lead-zinc mines and the Emerald, Feeney; 
Dodger and Invincible tungsten mines operated by Canadian Exploration (a subsidiary 
of Placer Development) from 1947 to 1973, 

In 1993: Sultan Minerals Inc. acquired the property and undertook an exploration 
program that entailed ground and airborne geophysical surveys, prospecting and rock 
chip sampling. This work lead to the identification of sevyeral targets that are believed to 
have potential for important gold mineralization. These were tested in 1994, 1995 and 

1996 by diamond drilling. Also in 1996, geochemical sampling, prospecting, geolonic 
mapping and research on geologic data existing from the previous mine opera&n 
resulted in additional areas of potential being delineated. 

Potential for this property lies in four different tpes of mineralization. The lead-zinc 
and tungsten types have been mined in the past. The gold type and the molybdenum 
type, have been identified, but no production has yet occurred. 

The 1997 diamond drilling program was primarily to test for further lead-zinc in the 
newly conceived ‘Lower Jersey Horizon’. However, because these holes penetrated the 
‘inter-zone’ (under the old lead-zinc workings and abovje the intrusives), they also added 
significant information on the gold, tungsten, and molybdenum environment in this area. 
As this was only a preliminay program, a relatively small area was tested. 

Testing of additional gold targets in the northern and eastern area of the existing 
workings was also carried out. In the latter part of September additional work was done 
to test and to gather more data on the Lower Jersey Horizon at the southern end of the 
old operation. This consisted of one vertical ddh which followed up on results from a 
the drilled in 1995. The 1997 hole confirmed the existence of the favorable horizon but 
the grade of mineralization was weak. 

Trenching was carried out to confirm the location and attitude of the ‘black argilhte’ 
contact which usualIy defines the eastern limit of potential in this area. Results from 
this work confirmed the theory that the strata here are dipping steeper than the surface, 
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and therefore have not been eroded as deeply as previously thought. This improves the 
likelihood that zinc mineralizaiton could be found immediately south ofthe Jersey mine. 

Sampling of two areas on surfac.e \vhere easily recoverable zinc reserves are known to 
exist, was also completed. One area consists of already broken material, and the other is 
ready for mining. One other area, an old dump dating to the 1920’s, should be sampled 
when weather permits next spring. 

An anomalous occurrence of gold in limestone, found on the Blue Jay 6% MC, was 
examined. No further work is recommended on this showing. 

A high zinc geochem anomaly - up to 4500 ppm - located on the Posie group on Lines 
51+00N and 52+00N, was folIowed up with two short fill-in lines. The rec~ent values 
were lower than the original ones, but still high, in the 1500 to 2OOOppm range. More 
work is warranted to evaluated this area. 

1.1 LOCATION AND ACCESS: 

The property is located in south-eastern British Columbia at 49” 06’N, I 17’ I3’W (NTS 
82 F/3E), 10 kilometers south-east of the community of Salmo (Figure I). The claims 
cover an area of approximately 4000 hectares between the Salmo River on the west and 
the top of Nevada Mountain on the east, and are bounded on the north by Sheep Creek 
and on the south by the south fork of the Salmo River. (Figure 2). 

The property is accessible via Highway 6 between Sahno and the Highivay 3 turn off to 
Creston. A nehvork of good quality gravel mine roads provide excellent access to the 
center of the property from H\ry 6 which is situated along the west edge of the property. 

1.2 TOPOGRAPHY, CLIMATE. AND PHYSIOGIUPHY: 

The property area is situated in a rugged mountainous physiographic division known as 
the Selkirk Mountains. In the vicinity of the claim relief is on the order of 4,000 feet 
between the floor of Salmo River at 2,000 feet and the crest of Nevada Mountain at 
6,100 feet. Slopes vary from flat and rolling over the center of the claims to moderately 
steep along the east and west margins. 

Much of the area has been logged or burned previously and vegetation now consists of 
small diameter stands of larch, balsam, fir, jackpine and mountain alder. In many areas 
second growth vegetation is extremely dense making movement through the forest 
difficult. Several areas of extensive outcrop occur over and immediately north of the 
Jersey mine site but most of the property is covered by a veneer of glacial till. Till cover 
varies in thickness from 1 to 2 metres on the slopes to more than 20 metres in valley 
bottoms. 
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Salmo enjoys a pleasant summer climate with August temperatures averaging 25’ C an: 
moderate precipitation. Winter temperatures average -10” C in January with moderate 
snowfall. Total annual precipitation is on the order of 750mm of moisture wifh much of 
this falling during the rainy season from April to June. The property is in a heavy snow 
belt and up to four feet or more can be expected at the site during the winter months. 
Snow free conditions can be expected from early April to late November. 

1.3 PROPE,RTY STATUS: 

The property currently consists of a block of 47 crown granted, 60 two-post, and 15 
four-post (278 units) mineral claims, comprising approximately 4,000 hectares in the 
Nelson Mining Division. The claims, tenure numbers, oumber of units, and anniversary 
dates are listed in TabIe I. 
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1.4 H~ISTORYAND PREVIOUS ESPLOR-ITION: 

The earliest record of esploration in the area dates to 1895 when gorsanous areas on the 
south side of Iron Mountain attracted the attention of prospectors. The area was initially 
explored for gold and the 1896 Ministp of Mines Report states that assays as high as 
$70.00 per ton in sold (about 3.5 odt) were obtained from the area. 

Prospecting c.ontinued and in I906 lead mineralization was discovered on the Emerald 
claims. Several small, high-grade ore shipments were made and in 1910 Iron Mountain 
Ltd. was formed by Pacific Coast Steel of San Francisco to develop the property. A 25 
ton mill was et-ected in 1919 and operated until 1926 when low metal prices forced 
closure. In 1934 the mill was destroyed by a major forest fire. 

During the second world war, tungsten and mol\bdenite mineralization was discovered 
in skarn beds on the Emerald, Emerald Fraction and Gold Standard claims. In 1942 the 
Emerald Tungsten Mine was put into production for the war effort by Wartime Metals 
Corp., a Federal Government Agenc~y. Operations were suspended in 1943 when the war 
demand for tungsten eased. 

The property remained inacti\:e until 1947 when Canadian Exploration Ltd. (a subsidiary 
of Placer Development) purchased the property from Iron Mountain Ltd. Tungsten 
production resumed until 1949: when the mill was converted to lead-zinc, In 1951, with 
the Korean War in progress, the Government of Canada once again initiated tungsten 
production, this time from a new mill constructed close to the Emerald Mine. Jn 1952, 
Canex purchased this mill from the government and from that point on there was no 
further involvement by the government. This phase of the tungsten operation terminated 
in 1958, but the Jersey lead-zinc mine continued unti1 1970. When tungsten prices rose 
again in the late sixties, ir was decided to develop the Invinc.ible deposit. While 
planning was underway for this project, tungsten was accidentally located east of the 
Jersey Mine while diamond drilling for lead-zinc. This new tungsten deposit was named 
the East Dodger and was mined at the same time as the Invincible. Both operations 
closed in September, 1973 \\zhen a combination of low metal prices and B.C. 
government policy (the ‘Super Royalty’j made the mine uneconomical. Production for 

the period from 1906 to 1973 totaled 7, 968, 080 tons of I .95% lead and 3.83% zinc; 
and 1, 597, 802 tons of 0.76% WO3, Also contained within the lead-zinc concentrate 
was about I, 000,000 ounces of silver and 5,000,OOO pounds of cadmium. 

In 1979 - 1980, Mentor Exploration Ltd. (a subsidiary of Agnico-Eagle) carried out a 

diamond drill program to explore the south extension of the Emerald Shaft tungsten 
zone. This work confirmed that the geology was favorable, but the depth (427m, 
14OOft), combined with hole deviation, made it impractical to adequately test the narrow 
target zone (11 - 13 m in horizontal width). 



In 1981, Mentor carried out a five hole diamond drill program totaling 1070 metres, to 
test for MoS.2 along the Emerald stock from GOON to 7900N, and 6000E and 6SOOE. 
No commercial values were found. 

In 1990 Placer Dome sold the propcq to Nu-Dawn Resources Inc. who in 1993 sold it 
to the present owners, Lloyd Addie and Bob Bourdon, both ofNelson, B.C. 

In 1993 the present owners carried out a prospecting and Iitho-geochemical sampling 
program which led to the disc~oveq of signiticant bedrock gold values in the vicinity of 
the Jersey and Emerald zones. 

In 1993, Sultan Minerals Inc. acquired the property and undertook an exploration 
program that entailed ground and airborne geophysical suweys, prospecting and rock 
chip sampling. This work led to the identification of several targets that wre believed 
to have potential for gold mineralization; which were followed up in 1994 and 1995 by 
surface drilling totaling 1324 metres. 

Further work was carried out in 1996, with more soil sampling, geological mapping and 
research, prospecting, and surface and underground diamond drilling. An analysis of 
some of the large volume of historical plans and geologic.al data acquired in the fall of 
1996 resulted in the recognition of the potential of the area between the old Jersey lead- 
zinc mine and the underlying granite mass (the ‘inter-zone’). This inter-zone has 
potential for lead-zinc in carbonates, (the Lower Jersey Horizon) and gold and tungsten 
and molvbdenum in various distinct associations with intrusives. In addition, re- 
examination of drill hole logs from previous drilling along the eastern margin of the 
mine resulte~d in additional targets for gold exploration in the Bismuth gold zone. 

2.0 GENERAL GEOLOGY: 

The Jersey property lies near the south end of the Kootenay Arc, a narrow arcuate 
tectonic belt of Palaeozoic miogeosynclinal and transitional rocks. To the east, these 
rocks are infolded x%~ith elastic and minor volcanic rocks of Late Proterozoic age, while 
to the west they are in complex structural contact with Upper Palaeozoic and Mesozoic 
eugeosynclinal argillites and volcanics. 

The property is underlain by rocks of the Emerald, Reeves and Truman members of the 
Laib formation. The Emerald member is a thick sequence of black argillite; the Reeves 
is mostly limestone, but also has significant dolomite areas; the Truman member is 
mostly brown foliated argillite (sometimes altered to a diopside-garnet-vesovianite 
skam); and occasional beds of brownish white limestone. (See Figure 4) 

The above rocks are underlain by, and intruded by granitics of the Nelson batholith. 
These intrusives within the property have been classified into five units based on work 
carried out by the author in 198 1. 





The youngest is lamprophjw, and although a number of distinctions are e\Tident such as 
grain size and composition, all are classified \vithin the one broad unit for this work. 

Four ‘&mite’ units ha\-e been identified to date. From youngest to oldest (preliminan 
postulation), these are: 1) aplite: aplite-porphyny 

2j alaskite 
3) medium grained granite 
4) coarse grained granite. 

More data collection by mapping contacts on surface and underground is needed to 
confirm this. Also, “Unit 2” can probably be further divided as more information 
(microscopic work) is collected. 

The main distinction behveen the coarse grained and medium grained granite is the 3. 
5mm quartz grains that constitute about 209 of the coarse grained variety. Another 
visual feature distinguishing them, is that the medium grained unit has less rnafics and 
tends to be lighter coloured. 

The coarse grained unit is found mostly on northern surfac.e exposures of both the 
Emerald and Dodger stocks. It may also exist in the North Invincible underground 
workings, but this cannot be c.onfirmed due to inaccessibility. No coarse grained granite 
has been found in the Dodger 4200 access drifts. The medium grained unit is found 
most extensively along parts of the Dodger 4200 access drifts and the upper part of the 
Invincible decline. 

In a general sense: the form of rhe yanitic intrusives can be described as a northerly- 
trending mass \vith a high point located on the north slope of Iron Mountain at about 10 
OOON (Mine grid). (Fig. 4) From there it slopes steeply toward Sheep Creek, a vertical 
drop of at least 670m (22OOfi) in 2575m horizontal distance. No surface exposures have 
been found behveen this point and the HB Mine. No granitic intrusives are found on the 
HB Mine workings. Drilling results under the HB Mine are not immediately available, 
but based on verbal communication with the late George Warning, former mine 
geologist at the HB Mine, granitics were not found close to the mine workings. To the 
south the slope is flatter; dropping 600m in 36OOm horizontal distance. The west and 
east limits of this mass are formed by vertical protrusions know as the Emerald and 
Dodger stocks. They are later protrusions on the upper surface, that tend to broaden 
\vith depth. For example: the Dodger stock is well exposed in undersound workings, 
yet only outcrops on the north slope toward Sheep Creek, whe~re it has been exposed by 
erosion. 

The recently located Jersey stock is not exposed on surface, but is evident in the Dodger 
4200 crosscut and in drill holes. The surface drill hole completed in September may 
have intersected the southern expression of this stock. Leucocratic fine to medium 
grained intrusive was located about 6Om higher than projected from data located only 
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55, away. Where previous data indicated an easterly dip, the current hole shows a 
steep westerly dip, suggesting that a ‘-idge’ or stock-like structure exists here. This high 
intersection could be due to a cross-dyke, or it could be a northerly trending stock. If it 
is the latter, it has implic.ations for potential tungsten mineralization, where limestone 
beds contact the intrusive. It appears to be a parallel body, possibly of smaller dimension 
than the Dodger stoc,k, and located about ZOm west of the Dodger stock. These three 

stocks are basically later: smaller, protrusions off the larger, older, and deeper main 
mass of the Nelson batholith. 

Cross-dykes of LTanitic composition are another intrusi\:e feature. These are usually 
composed of aplite or aplite-porphyry, and occasionally are very siliceous, with masses 
of white quartz scattered throughout. They tend to be erratic \vith respect to orientation, 
and range in thickness from I m to 8m. The cross-dykes are believed to be the youngest 
of the granitic inttusives. 

The Emerald and Dodger stocks are known to be related to the tungsten mineralization 
as shown by past production experience. In addition to tungsten, intrusives are 
confirmed to be directlv associated with kno\\\n molybdenum mineralization (as 
disseminations in some jntrusives and in others with quartz r!eins in a stockwork 
environment). Also, work since 1993 has indicated that gold is probably intrusive- 
related. The connection between gold and intrusi\:es has not been definitely established 
yet, but the gold associations with quartz, bismuthinite, arsenopyrite and pynhotite 
suggest an intrusive relationship. 

The third stock --Jersey stock -- c~ould have similar signific.ance with respect to potential 
intrusive reIated mineralization. For tungsten, the projected zone of contac.t of limestone 
with the west side of the stock should be inwstigated. For molybdenum, the projection 
of know quartz-vein stockworks, and molybdenum bearing dykes are potential areas of 

interest. For gold, spatial relationships that are similar to the quartz-bismuth, 
arsenopyrite, and pynhotite association on the east and west flanks of the Dodger stock 
are of interest. 

2.1 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY: 

Past production was from both lead-zinc, and tungsten deposits. These deposits are 

separate and distinct from one another. They have totally different associations and 
environment. Lead-zinc mineralization on the Jersey property is located mostly within 
the Reeves dolomite member. The HES Mine, 1 km to the north and the Remac mine 
located 1Okm to the south are also \\Ythin the Reeves dolomite member. Tungsten 
mineralization is found mainly in two distinct environments. One is where favourable 
limestones contact the late granitic stocks. The other is in favourable zones within the 
Truman member, not in direct contact with granitics. 
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2.1.1 JERSEY LEAD-ZmC DEPOSIT: 

The Jersey Lead-Zinc deposit occurs in dolomite near the base of the Reeves limestone 
member. Five ore bands, rangin: in thickness from 0.3 to 9.0 metres were mined. 
These bands in order of strati&Taphrc sequence were: I ) Upper Lead Band 

2) Upper Zinc Band 
3) Middle Zinc Band 
4) Lower Zinc Band 
5) Lower Lead Band. 

The five ore bands are locally very close together and in the “A” Zone have frequently 
been mined as a unit up to 24 metres thick in some areas. Ore mineralization consists of 
fine-grained sphalerite and galena with pyrite and pyrrhotite. Cadmium is associated 
\vith sphalerite and silver with galena. Iron content of the sphalerite is low, about 6% 

The overall grade for the 7,968,080 tons milled a\:eraged 1.95% lead and 3.83% zinc. 
Mining ceased in 1970 with unmined reserves of 106,000 tons grading 0.809C lead and 
3, I 4/o zinc. 

2.1.2 TUNGSTEN DEPOSITS: 

Tungsten occurs in two distinct settings on this propeq. These are referred to as the 
Emerald and Dodger types. The Emerald-type occurs where limestone comes into direct 
contact with the ganitic intrusive. The Emerald- Feeney, Invincible and Dodger 1400 
are all of this type only. The Dodger-type occurs within a band or series of bands 
parallel to bedding in the Truman member. These are typically ‘skarn’ (diopside, 
vesuvianite, garnet, actinolite), probably the result of metamorphism of a limey argillite. 
This is not a direct intrusive contac~t ape, but intrusives are usually found \Gthin 100 
metres. The East Dodger was entirely this vpe and the Dodger 4200 was mostly this 
type. Extensive areas of this qpe are found near the west side of the property near the 
Emerald, Feeney and Invincible deposits and are referred to ils the Lower Skarn Band. 
Grade is low in the Lower Skam Band, in the order of 0.2% WO3. 

Scheelite is the source of tungsten in both %pes. The Emerald-type is metallurgically 
superior to the Dodger-type in that its concentrate is cleaner. Molybdenum content is 
higher in the Dodger-type, occasionally high enough to result in a marketing problem. 
Total production of both types amounted to 1:597,802 tons of 0.76% WO3. 

2.1.3 GOLD OCCURRFJKES 

Since 1993, considerable sampling has been carried out in old stopes and of old core, 
that carried high arsenopyrite and/or pyrrhotite, and of quartz occurrences near these 
sulfides. From this work and subsequent diamond drilling, three types of gold 



occurrence had been recognized. These are: i) quartz-bismuthinite 
ii) arsenopyrite 
iii) massive p)-rrhotite with or without 
arsenopyrite. 

The work carried out in 1997 revealed a fourth association: 
iv) siliceous granitic cross-dykes. 

The fourth type, the siliceous cross-dyke association is known to occur in proximity to 
two narrow (16m) c,ross-dykes. One exposure is located in the north end of the mine, in 
the vicinity of 840ON, 9000E. The other is in the central area, (5300N: 8lOOE), 
intersected by drill holes. Relatively little information is available for this fourth type, 
since it has only recently been recognized. Further study is warranted to see if additional 
similar dykes exist and to develop a rationale for future exploration. 

3.0 DWMOND DRILL PROGRAJI 

From 3 February 1997 to 8 April 1997, sixteen BQ holes totaling 1215 metres, were 
drilled from stopes or headings which were driven during the pre-1970 mining 
operations. Because of the relatively large dimensions of the Longyear 38 drill, drill 
sites were limited to areas where at least 14’ 6” (4.42m) headroom was available. It was 
not possible to adequately check and scale the back (root) with the equipment available, 
where heights exceeded 18’ (5.49m). Therefore, to ensure safe working conditions, drill 
sites were limited to openings with a maximum height of about 18 feet. The drilling 
was carried out by Westgate Drilling of Salmo, B.C., with a LonLyear 38 drill modified 
to meet the underground operating conditions. The flattest hole drilled was at -10”: but 
-25” is the lowest practical angle that can be drilled with this machine in most cases. 

All core from this phase of the program is stored underground at the old Jersey Mine 
mechanical shop (See Figure 12). Core racks and boxes are fabricated from wood that 
has been treated to pre\:ent mold formation and premature rotting. 

In September, one surface hole (LJ97-09), was drilled near the 4000 track level portal. 

(Mine coords in feet: 3190N 733OE 4008 Elevation). This is a vertical hole: drilled to 
a depth of 77.7m (255fi). Core from this hole is stored in Sultan’s Salmo office. A 
summary of drill hole data is shown in the following table: 



Pb-Zn; WO3; MoS2; and Au Testing: 

HOLE# LOCATlON DIP .~Zl\ICJTII LESGTH 
(mine grid) (Ele ) v. m feet 

LJu97-I 6112N7429E 4145 -90 -_____ 85.95 282 
Llu97-2 6110N7938E 4157 -90 -_____ 133.80 439 
LJu97-3 4957N7532E 4240 -90 -_____ 169.46 556 
LJu97-4 4877N 7808E 4267 -90 __---_ 174.64 573 
LJu97-5 4880N 8135E 4283 -90 _--___ 114.00 374 
LJu97-6 4431N7775E 4086 -90 __-_-_ 113.68 373 
LJu97-7 5425N 8356E 4321 -44 239 69.19 227 
LJu97-8 5425N 8354E 4321 -2-l 239 126.79 416 
L.97-9 4008 -90 _____ 77.7 255 

Total Llu 1065.2 3495 

lAu97-I 8157N 9015E 4550 -30 090 35.05 115 
Au97--2 8157 9015 4550 -15 090 13.71 45 
:Au97--3 8320 9080 4553 -58 085 18.29 60 
Au97-4 8320 9080 4553 -10 085 8.23 27 
Au97--5 8700 9210 4554 -65 092 31.09 102 
Au97--6 8700 9190 4554 -65 270 30.48 100 
Au97--7 8960 9295 4580 -58 315 51.81 170 
A 97-- _I - - 129 

Total Au 2i7.k 748 

OT. GRWI 1293.18 T 4LPRO 4243 

All coo-ordinates are based on the existing mine grid system which is entirely in ‘foot’ 
units. All core was logged at the minesite. Copies of the logs are in Appendix A. The 
core was usually sampled on the basis of visual evaluation of sulfides for lead-zinc; 
gold; W03 or molybdenum. In the case of gold, it could be any of the four associations 
noted on page 15. All core was checked with an ultraviolet lamp, and any significant 
sections that fluoresced were assayed for tungsten. Samples were split with a core 
splitter at the core logging site, then shipped to Acme Analytical Laboratories Ltd., in 
Vancouver, B.C. All samples were analyzed for thirty-two elements by ICP Method and 
fire assayed for gold. Anomalous values for lead, zinc, cadmium, gold, molybdenum, 
and tungsten were assayed to ensure more precise results. Copies of the assay andior 
analysis certificates are in Appendix B. 



4.0 DISCIJSSION OF DRILLI.VG RESCLTS 

Holes LJu97-1 and LJu97-2 were drilled vertically into the footwall of the Dodger 4200 
cross-cut east to fill in information gaps in drilling completed in the 1950’s, ‘60’s and 
‘70’s. (See Figure 7) This section !6100N) also includes the only stope from the 
previous operation that was n,ithin the Lower Jersey Horizon. It is located on the west 
side of the mine at about 7200E, and is immediately above the Dodger 4200 Cross-cut. 
LJu97-1 was drilled about 91 metres east of the above stope and was intended to test the 
downdip extension to the east, adding to the data obtained from earlier nearby holes Ju 
2457, Ju 3500 and Du 217. The conclusion to be drawn from LJu97-1 is that the Lower 
Jersey Horizon in this area thins do\tndip and to the east. In drill hole Du 2 17, it is only 
1.5 to 2.0 metres thick. LJu97-2 is a vertic,al hole located approximately 15Sm east of 

LJu97-1. It was drilled to determine if the Lower Jersey Horizon would continue beyond 
Du 217 and possibly increase in thickness to the east; and also to provide more 
information on the possibility of a third stock, located between and parallel to the 
Emerald and Dodger stocks. 

The results from 97-2 indicate that the LoI\;er Jersey Horizon is cut off by the intrusive, 
somewhere to the west, between Du 217 and 97-2. With respect to the intrusives, it 
appears that the third stock (referred to as the Jersey stock) is located west of 97-1. 

Further drilling is needed to confirm this. No significant MoS2 was found in this hoIe. 
Potential for WO; exists to the west, where the downdip projection of the Lower Jersey 
Horizon contacts the Jersey stock. Low gold values, 4Oppb, were found in a possible 
intrusive cross-dyke type association. While the intersection was not in an economic 
range, it does confirm that gold occurs in this setting in this area also. 

Vertical drill holes LJu-3, -4: and -5 were colIared approximately along the 4900N co- 
ordinate. The holes are about 90m apart. (See Figure 8). LJu97-3 intersected a 3m 
width of skamy dolomite at 54.4m to 58.0m which may represent an altered Lower 
Jersey Horizon bed. Stratigraphically it is at about the right location. 

However, no lead-zinc was seen in this intersection. This hofe was unusual also, 
because of the lack of carbonates, and the abundance of silicified argillites. Except for 
the intersection noted above, it was almost entirely argillites with varying degrees of 
silicification from 15m to 168Sm, at the end of the hole. In this respect it is similar to 
Du 217 on the 6100N section and Ju 1154 on 41OON. LJu97-3 was terminated before 
the intrusives were reached, but based on 971, 9 lm to the east, intrusives shouldn’t be 
too far below the bottom of the hole. 







From the collar, 97-1 cut 37m of carbonates. The interval from 24.3m to 47m probably 
represents the Lower Jersey Horizon. The intersection from 31.82m to 36.70m was 
about 30% sulfides. Within this section, the a\!erage grade was 1.1% Pb and 2.0% Zn. 
The occurrence of the lead-zinc mineralization within an area of high pqTite and 
pyrrhotite is consistent lsith other Lower Jersey Horizon lead-zinc occurrences. Minor 
fluorescence was noted o\wr 3m from 103.5m to 106.5m. This sample was anomalous 
for tungsten, but low at 0.025%. Due to the closeness of the intrusive here, there is 
potential for tungsten where the Lower Jersey Horizon contacts the stock, which would 
appear to be east of 97-5. Iotrusives were intersected at 134.6m and continued to the 
end of the hole at 176.16m. This material appears similar to that cut by 97-2. The 
elevation (3826 feet) of the stock shorkn by this hole indicates a slope to the west. 
LJu97-5 had a stock intersection point elevation of 3987 feet. This is c.onsiderably 
higher than expected, lending more credence to the third stock hvpothesis (the Jersey 

__- 
stock). As with 97-3; hole 97-4 revealed a large thickness of slhclfled argillite. 

LJu97-5 is loc.ated 99.0m east of 97-1, in the same drift, the 4900 cross-cut east. The 
upper portion of the hole, to 32.92m, is mainly a coarse-gained blue-grey banded 
limestone, with scattered bands of white and r?-ey coarse-grained limestone. 
Tmmediately below is a skamy limestone with disseminated and massive pyrite and 
pyrrhotite. A 0.61m section here runs 0.P ,D lead I.596 zinc and 6.8gmjmt Ag. This is 
probably the Lower Jersey Horizon lead-zinc zone at this point. Underlying the above, is 
a 2.42m thickness of unmineralized dolomite, which in turn is underlain by a 3.99m 
layer of mainly white coarse grained limestone. Beneath this is mostly siliceous or 
skamy argillites to the intrusive contact at 88.36m. A narrow, very fine gained \vhite 
apIitic dyke, with rare specks of MoS2 was intersected at 62.18111. This appears similar 
to the c.ross-dyke cut by 97-7 and 97-S. What may be the southern continuation of the 
postulated Jersey stock was contacted at 8X.36m and continued to the end of the hole at 
113.99m. This material is primarily a medium LTained leucocratic granite with 5-104’0 
matics. 

Hole 97-6 is located l37m south of 97-1. It was collared on the footwall of 15C stope, 
which is on the eastern side of the Jersey ‘track’ mine. This \vas in an area I\-here 
previous production grades were higher than average. LJu97-6 intersected the Lower 
Jersey Horizon between 48.8m and 64.2m. Pyrite-pyrrhotite was evident in the interval 
48.8m to 51.9m, with minimal zinc; and in the interval 56.1 lm to 64.19m, again with 
low grade lead-zinc. The Lower Jersey Horizon here is considerably lower than 
expected. 

This may be due to faulting andjor folding. Altered argillites were intersected from the 
base of the Lower Jersey Horizon to the end of the hole at 113.7m. The hole was 
terminated prior to reaching the intrusive. No significant W03, Au or MO assays were 
returned from this hole. 





Holes LJu97-7 and -8 were drilled to test earlier intersections in drill hole 94-08. 91-08 
intersected two separate lead-zinc bands separated by 6m of waste, xvithin \\:hat is 
believed to be the Lower Jersey Horizon. The upper band is 0.8m of 1.7% lead, 3. I % 
zinc, the lower band is 1.9m of2.50’o !ead and 2.3% zinc 12. lm deeper in the hole, 0.4m 
of 16.08gm/mt Au was intersected in a siliceous fine-grained aplitic dyke. 

Hole 97-7; drilled at -44” and on azimuth of 23?‘: intersected fine-grained intrusive 
where the Lower Jersey Horizon was projected to be. Likewise in 97-8, intrusive was 
intersec,ted where the Lower Jersey Horizon was anticipated. Thus, with respect to the 
Lower Jersey Horizon, no conclusive results were obtained. 

During the drilling of 97-7, a section of very fine grained white aplite was observed 
between 55.7m and hO.Om. This material has a glassy appearance and at first was 
thought to be quartz. On closer examination, it was found to be a very fine grained 
intrusive. Re-examination of 54-08 ret-ealed that the gold intersection occurred within a 
similar rock. Thus, the gold occurrence here is associated Gth a siliceous fine-gained 
aplitic cross-dyke. Molybdenite and bismuthinite also occurred with the 94-08 gold 
values. 97-8 also intersected similar vety fine-grained aplite. Howel;er, although MoS2 
was evident in both of the ‘97 holes, no bismuthmite was seen, and also no si&mificant 
gold. 

This siliceous cross-dyke oc~currence is similar in many respects to the intersections of 
gold found in drill hole Ju 2788, that assayed 686gm!mt, and Au97-8 which assayed up 
to 4.85gm!mt. 

Diamond drill hole LJ97-05 was intended to test the possible eastward extension of the 
mineralization found by 95.1-05; which Ivas drilled in 1995. This hole intersected 2.7m 
of 3.36% Zn within carbonates that are consistent with the Lower Jersey Horizon 
stratigraphy. While LJ97-09 did cut the Lower Jersey, and some mineralization was 
found, it was low grade at 1.5% Zn. with less than 0.1% Pb. Unexpectedly, the zone 
was found to be about 35m higher than projected, at about 32.3m below the surfac~e. 
Tfris suggests that we may ha\:e a small anticline or ‘ridge’, similar to those found in the 
Jersey during previous operations. These ridges did not seem to have any significance 
with respect lo mineralization and therefore this ridge -if that is what exists here- is 
significant only for the fact that it indicates a flesrue in the strata. 

Because signjficant mineralization has been found to the north in holes Ju270 and 96-08 
--3.8 Pb, 8.1 Zn over 1.3m and 4.7 Pb, 2.6 Zn over 5m respectively-- further testing of 
this area is warranted. 

4.2 Molybdenum: 

As noted above, the very fine-gained siliceous aplitic dyke intersected by 97-8 carried 
MoS2. The assay across the full 1.68m of the dyke width was 0.43% MO (0.72% MoS2 





equivalent), This is a significant, though relatively narrow, intersection. However, the 
dyke intersect~ed further up the hole, had thickened from I .5m in 52E stope to 13.7m in a 
downdip distance of 35m. It is possible that the dyke in 97-8 could also thicken with 
depth. 

4.3 Tungsten: 

ExpIoration for tungsten iwolves selecting targets by using a model for mineralization 
based mainly on the Emerald-type occurrence. This requires careful study of the 
geology in order to project where limestone would contact a granitic intrusive. 

The drilling program carried out this )-ear was not intended to test WO3 “targets”. 
Though not specifically planned to gather WO; data, it did provide some new 
information useful for future exploration. 

As noted under the discussion of LJu97-1 and -5, conditions east of 97-05 are favourable 
for tungsten mineralization. Likewisel on 6 1OON (Figure 7), conditions exist between 
drill holes Du 217 and LJu 97-2 for potential tungsten mineralization. If the Jersey 
stock proves to be as continuous as the Emerald or Dodger stocks, then tungsten could 
occur in a N-S trending zone where the limestone contacts the stock. The west side of 
the Jersey stock would be the most favourable side, although tungsten was also found on 
the east side of the Dodger stock. As noted earher, southerly continuation of the Jersey 
stock may have been located by surface ddh LJ97-09. If this is the case, there is good 
potential for tungsten where the carbonates come into contact \\Tith the stock. If the 
proposed interpretation is correct, there should be a northerly trending contact area to 
the west of LJ97-09. Of significance, there is a eood intersection of tungsten in ddh J 14: 
drilIed in 1948, --O-87% WO3 over 1.5m. This hole is located about 120m north of 
LJ97-09. This would represent a previously unknown area of potential trugsten. 

4.4 Gotd Occurrences: 

A total of 228.00 meters of BQ hole was drilled for this aspect of the program. The 
purpose for all the holes drilled during this program was to test favourable targets 
identified by examining the logs of holes drilled during the previous mining operation. 
The logs of all holes north of 5OOON and along the eastern side of the mine, were 
e~xamined to ident@ holes where any of the following associations were present: 

1) quartz-bismuth 
4 arsenopyrite 
3) pyrrhotite-pyrite. 

From the list of holes this procedure produced, targets were developed, and if there was 
accessibility for the drill, drill sites were planned. As noted earlier under the Lower 
Jersey Horizon discussion, some of the LJu97 holes intersected anomalous gold values. 









Holes Au 97-l and -2 were drilled to test the area adjacent to Ju 3265, where a 1.37m 
section assayed 2.74-&mt Au and 3.40gm’mt Ag. Gold values were low in both holes. 
Holes Au 97-3 and -4 were intended to test the values found in old hole Ju 2788. 
UnfortunateIy both holes broke into old stopes prior to reaching the target area. Holes 
Au 97-5 and -6 were planned to check a high pyrrhotite-pyrite section of Ju 2813. The 
best result was from lO.Sm to I l.4m in Au 97-5 which ran 0.28gm’mt Au and 4.2gm’mt 

& 

Hole Au 97-7 is the most northerly of the 1997 series of hoIes testing the gold potential 
on the east area of the mine. The best gold intersection in this hole was between 44.29m 
and 45.4Sm, where a value of 5.03gm’mt was returned. This was a section of massive 
pyrrhotite with minor pyrite and a trace of chalcopyrite, within a siliceous limestone 
gangue. Anomalous Bi, at 933ppm, was also found here. The section from 41.00m to 
42.67m contained significant sulfides --pynhotite, pyrite-- and anomalous, but low 
values of gold, (0.24gm’mt). 

The purpose of Au 97-S was to test the siliceous cross-dyke association \vhich was 
indicated by Ju 2788 where assays of 6.85 and 7.85gm/mt were found. Results from Au 
97-S were 2.76L&mt Au in the 16.6m to 18.9m interval (near the north contact of the 
cross-dyke), 253gmimt Au in the 22. I m to 23, lm interval (near the central area of the 
dyke), and 4.85gm!mt Au near the south contact. 

5.0 Rehabilitation and Sam&n? of Core from Pre-‘90’s Prowarns: 

A large amount of core from Canex’s previous operation is stored underground at the 
equipment repair shop area (5100N, 7600E). This core was moved underground in the 
fall of 1973. Due to the high humidi%, considerable deterioration of the core boxes 
occurred. Some stacks have collapsed and tipped over, resulting in total loss of that 
core. Other boxes are so stained or rotted that identification of the core is impossible. 

Part of this program’s purpose was to rehabilitate and sample, if warranted, some of the 
core for certain crucial areas. Crucial holes were first identified by examining previous 
logs, searching for associations that have been identified as favourable to gold 
mineralization. Then an attempt was made to locate the core so it could be examined 
and sampled. After sampling, the core was reboxed in new boxes constructed of 
preserved wood; and then stored in core racks constructed of preserved 4x4 lumber. 

Table IJI shows the location and identification of core in the racks. 

In order to preserve the enormous amount of data available in the core currently stored 
underground, further core rehabilitation will be needed to ensure that this resource is not 
permanently lost. (See Fig. 14) 





5.1 RESULTS FROM PREVIOt-S CORES S.4XIPLING: 

The goal of sampling the previous operation’s core was to obtain more information on 
the distribution of gold within the area of interest. This additional data will help to 
improve our understanding of the i~arious gold associations already identified. 
Prioritizing targets wi1,iH result in more effective evaluation of the gold potential on this 
proper@. 

The three previously identified gold associations (quartz-bismuth r:eins; arsenopyrite; 
and massive pyrrhotite-pyrite) were the key means to locate areas within the previous 
core for sampling. However, one hole, Ju 2788, returned several assays in the Sgm? - 
8gm’t range, that led to further investigation. It was determined from existing geological 
mapping of the previous operation, that this hole was adjacent to a siliceous granitic 
cross-dyke. In this area, the cross-dl-ke is characterized by areas of quartz scattered 
throughout the dyke, comprising about IO % ofthe total dyke. A similar gold association 
was noted in hole 94-08. With this additional ‘association-tvpe’, it will now be possible 
to identify further areas of potential by reviewing the existing underground geological 
mapping, and to then examine and sample the cross-dykes where feasible. 

6.0 TRENCHING PROGRAM 

Trenching in the southwest comer of the Jersey $1 four-post mineral claim was done as 
part of an ongoing review of the geology of the area south of the Jersey mine to Lost 
Creek. This includes claims at the south end of the Emerald-Jersey property, as well as 
the TK Group. 

One of the key factors needed to develop an interpretation of this region, is an 
understanding of the attitude and position of the bfack argillite contact v,:ith the 
overlying favourable sediments, The black argillite is important for two reasons: 

I. it is an easily reco&nized marker, very distinct from the overlying 
carbonates and shales. 

2. it marks the lower limit of pote~ntial for the types of 
mineralization mined from the ‘Iron Mountain’ deposits, i.e.; zinc. 
lead, tungsten, silver and cadmium. There are no known deposits 
of economic importance in the black argillite in this region. 

Therefore, if the structure of the black argillite upper contact cyan be established in an 
area where exploration is being carried out, it will be a great help in planning a sound 
program. 

With this concept in mind, a review of the existing geoIogica1 data was initiated in 
August 1996. It has been worked on intermittently since that time, with heavier 
emphasis on the TIC group area since July 1997. 



3, 

The target area can be divided into m-0 sections, with the northerly trending Emerald 
stock as the dividing line. The reason for this division is both geological and economic. 
The past producers of zinc, lead, silver; and cadmium on Iron Mountain are only east of 
the Emerald stock. Whereas in the area west of the Emerald stock, only tungsten has 
been produced to date. 

6.1 DISCUSSION OF TRENCHLVG RESULTS 

The work carried out this year was in the ‘east’ sec~tion. Initially the area on the east side 
of the Big Dick MC was traversed to confirm the old data which showed the unusual 
attitude of the black argillite here. Follo\\ing that, a series of five trenches, totaling 32 
meters, were dug to define the argillite contact, and the attitude of the strata. See Figure 
15. This work showed the strata to be dipping southwesterly, with the black argillite 
overlain by altered limey sediments (some skam has developed). There is a steep -- 40” 
to 45” -- southerly component to the dip here. It is this steep dip that opens up the 
potential for additional mineralization. If the strata continued to dip at the same degree 
as the Jersey deposit, the ore-bearing horizons would have been eroded by the Lost 
Creek drainage system. Therefore, based on the data available to date, there is still 
potential in this area, on the east side of the Emerald stock, for lead-zinc and tungsten 
mineral&ton Further work, initially trenching along existing roads, followed by 
diamond drilling, is needed to adequately evaluate this ground, 

7.0 GE.OCHEMICAL SURVEY (Posie Group) 

Five samples were collected along line 51+50N fTom 33+00E to 34+00E, and five 
sampIes on line 50+50N from 33+00E to 34+00E. The results of this work confirmed 
earlier anomalies for zinc and silver in this area. (See Figures 16; 17; and 18 for 
results) 











CONCLUSIONS: 

Lower .Jersev Horizon -- Lead-Zinc exploration: 

I! 

2 ? 

3) 

4) 

‘The Lower Jersey horizon has been shown to be a realit:). It is not a simple 
continuous c.arbonate horizon, but tends to tail out, or have a facies change from 
west to cast, resulting in a carbonate-poor area which is shown by the results of 
LJu 97-1, -2; and -3. However; the horizon is identifiable again to the cast of LJu 
97-3, in Wu 97-4, -5, -6, -7, -8, and 945-08. 

A reasonable degree of continuity exists for the sulfide-rich band that hosts the 
Lead-Zinc,, as shorn in Figure 8. 

Potential to the south of the existing mine: in an area bounded on the west by the 
Emerald stoc.k, and on the east by the black argillite, remains encouraging. 
further work is needed to test the &area north of ddh LJ97-09 up to the south end 
of the 3941A stope located on the west side of the Jersey track mine. Likewise 
additional work is warranted to gather more data on the area south to Lost Creek. 

, Id Exploration; 

1) Four distinct associations have been identified for gold at this time: 
i) quartz-bismuth&& 
ii) arsenopyrite 

iii) massive pyrrhotite-pyrite 
iv) siliceous granitic cross-dykes. 

2) Continuity of each of these types is limited. Type (is) seems to have the best 
possibility of having sufficient continuity to be mineable. 

Grade of mineralization is up to 6.86 gmimt range, considering results from all 
four types. 

Further work on existing core, underground openings, and existing underground 
mapping, is warranted, to obtain more data on all four associations, with the goal of 
narrowing the field to more specific targets. Further evaluation of the cross-dyke 
association is particularly important, in view of the MoSz found in LJu 97-8 noted 
below 



MoSZ_Exploratioo: 

1) Significant MoS2 was found in LJu 97-8 and 945-08 in a very fine grained 
siliceous granitic cross-dyke. Notable gold was associated with this dyke in 
945-08. More research of existing data, remapping and sampling ofpre~sent 
underground exposures would be very useful in evaluat,ing potential and 

developing future exploration targets. 

‘l’unysten Exploration: 

The likely contact between carbonates of the Lower Jersey Horizon and the 

postulated Jersey stock is a target with good possibility of success as more 

geologic data is obtained on the location and orientation of the Jersey stock. The 
possible southern continuation of the Jersey stock, as shown by ddh LJ97-09. 
opens up the possibility of a new zone of potential along the west side of this 
stock. The unusually located and unexplained high tungsten value found in J 14: 
drilled in 1948, could be due to this stock. 

Potential on the east side of the Emerald stock, bounded on the east by the black 
argillite, south onto the TK group, is interesting. The work done by Canex in 
1952 on the Alfje MC, (Mine coords --025OS, 6600E )-- confirmed the existence 
of Dodger-type tungsten mineralization in that area. In view of the new concept 
of the favorable beds not being eroded here, there is a possibility that to the 
east, these beds are in the proximity of, or are in contact with the Emerald or the 
Jersey stocks, indicating that further tungsten deposits may exist here. 

Further work in the form of geologic research, compilation of available data and the 
preparation of sections and plans is warranted so that continued expIoration for the .4u- 

A&; Pb-Zn; MoS2; WO3 potential of this unique property can efficiently proceed. 

Geochem Posie: 

The results onbtained from the follow-up geochem sampling done this fall indicate that 
further sampling in this area is needed. This work would check for the southern 
continuation of fhe anomaly discussed earlier in this report. Geologist Linda Dandy, 
under whose supervision this work was carries out, suggests excavator trenching of areas 
where zinc values exceed 5000ppm and where silver values exceed Sppm. If rock 

sampling results warrant, drilling of targets developed could be carried out. 
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COST STATE‘\JENT 
Trenching Cost 

S.4LARJJZS & WAGES 1 pen. 2 mday, g SjOO.00 $ 600.00 
BENEFITS: 2 0% 120.00 
FOOD & ACCOMODATION: 2 mdays, :g. 51 50 103.68 
TR4VEL: 4U’D PU. 2 days 61 - 43.8-I 87.68 
SUPPLIES & SUNDRY: 96.50 
CONTRKTORS: Fred Critchlow Contracting Ltd. EXIOO 791.80 

Shoreline Transpon: MobBemob 980.81 
ASSAY & ANALYSIS: Acme Labs 

3 Rock for TI. HS, & 30Ilement ICP J@ 1103 s 33.09 
3 Pulp for Pb, Zn, Cd <a .d IO.36 31.07 
2 Pulp for .4S (2 8.43 16.86 
2 Pulp for Zn 8~43 && 97.88 

REPORT PREPARATION: 12oooc 
TOTAL TRESCHISG COST: S 4077.67 

GEOCHEMICAL SL-RVEYS COST 

SALARIES & WAGES: 2 per.. 3 mdays. @ $266.67 $ 80000 
BEXEFJTS: @ZO% 160.00 
FOOD & ACCOMODATION: 2 mdayr. $3 51.50 103.00 
TR4VEL: 4U’D PX 3 days :s 40.x9 122.68 
ASSAYS ;G AK4LYSlS: ACbE LABS 

11 Rock for Au and 32-Element ICP ,@I 16.52 181.73 
8 Rock for 1%Element ICP @ 15.65 125.23 
1 I Soil for Au & 32.Element ICP @ 12.04 132.47 
9 Pulp for Pb. Zn ~~ 11.57 104.00 
2 Pulp for Au ;ii: 10.36 20.72 ,d 
2 Pulp for Pb. As ,g& 9.39 18.79 
1 Pulp for Pb, Zn, As 10.36 
1 Pulp for As -...gQ 734.20 

REPORT PREP.4RATION: KQ@ 

TOTAL GEOCHEMICAL SL-RVEYS COST: $2 519.92 



















Drill Core Logs 

Au97- lto 8 

LJ 97 - 1 to 9 

Assays have been converted from ‘ppm’ or ‘ppb’ to ‘%’ or ‘Dw’mt’ as applicable. 

Assays have been filtered as follows: 
-values for Pb!Zn less than 0.1% are shown as ’ - ’ 
- values for MO/W less than 0.0 1% are shown as ’ - ’ 
-values for Au/Ag less than 0.01 gm/mt are shown as ’ - ’ 
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SULTAN MINERALS INC.--DIAMOND DRILL CORE LOG 



l?rowW Jersey 
Started: 3 Feb 1997 
Co-mpleted: 7 Feb 1997 
Oriller: Allen Pgapoff 





Siliceou 
grey silic alter’n within brown ar 
-90°% grey silcn 10% arg 33.68-34.74 
bdg distinct in both silicfd and argilles area 
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SUI TAN MINERALS INC. -- DIAMOND DRILlCORE LOG - 1 

more mafics than 2--16, -2% 
tends to be pinker due to Kfeldspar 
cantact @ 3.96 70° CA 
contact @ 7.31 ?(core broke?) 
scat flecks MoS2 
qtz and fine xtln py in some fract. (to 6mm) 

--~._ 

2.96 5.64 ---- 
5.64 7.31 ____ LJH-11 __ - 
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pccasional lighter coloured silic areas 

-- .- 
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qtz lining, contacts 75VO’ Sample 1 
ninor warpy lcm stringers, esp in chlorttic seen 
ninor assoc py 
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/Lat l 49571 - 

EKALS INC. -- AMOND DRILL CORE LQG 

v. minor galene, Inalv gral 





-.._ -.~_ __ 
15.66 16.12 

- 

Sample 

- 

. 

*“!ct over 30cm .-- - 
LJH-56 0.49,~~-- - - 0.01 - - - .~.,__ Sample 

ecds flouresce(W) intermst -----~- 
micaceaus patches, to black 

arnet patches - fg 
grains py, scattered 

radallonal increase silica pervasive over 5.7cm to nexl sec’n 

16.56 17.07 



9aar;rintlon __.._ ---_ El& From To 
NI!&KkUu 97-3 PAGE 4 of 13 

nd coarse x-talline lime 

silica rich (qtzite) band. 



-wilh py slringer through 
41.9 -- 

‘-^ ‘o CA, minor assoc. py __ ~,,_ 
.-- .-.^--r- 

__ - 

LJH-$2 --~ ,~-,-. ~.- ._ J.52.- - - - - -- 

LJH-63 0.3- - 0.01 - - - - -.-..- 

‘* Box 7 147.2--170.3 -nf .IIIzLI::1--- - 
Box 6 - 170.3--~.6-fewspeck;inskam 

-.-, ~- 
arg 

< , . “ .  ,  ‘, , .  

‘“’ grey silica rich silicified 49.37--50.64 --~-- ~-~-..-~I_-~-- ----.~~.--..~.~~--,._~-~.__~-~_~~._~~_~ 
~warpy white qtz @ 50.4 

rounded rehealed brxx @ 50.5 
Id 50.64--52.21 500 

“’ rwn eksrny spots 52.21.-53.-21 63 
-I- ~-1..-11”#-* - rCI 7 

mottled to weak coarse bdd 



ensided surfs common on fract surfs /I to bdg 

ed Imm spots - skeletal 

59.16 62.16 

--~ _~ 

450 62.18 69.43 

- -- -.- 
65.62%44 0.64\0.76 -. ^~~.~~~ .~ __ .__~ 
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--.. -__--__ 
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Araillaceous Dm 
massive, grey to wk bdd thin brwn micaceous bds 
ma[just be textural change in above arg. alt’n diffs 

throughout, less bdg than psvious ar 
g&K blebs, to 1% 

30° to CA ,-.* _, ,-. .ges Atg to Dolo Arg 



lpuLpIbtwn with minor 

ArslllaceousGluartrLte 
- -.. ~-_ 

138.6 j41.7 
-.. -.__ 

~- 
%skened surfs t+pr Zcm, green sfxp& __ 

-.- 

coaled 
~_ -.~. 

- micaceous sec’ns to grey_ 
__~- -.. -- 

lary qrtzitic vf bd 
~_-I_____~ 

@acts s&E 
- ._-. __--.~ 

-.- 

~rtrltlc. Brec& 141.7 148.8 
- -. 

_.- _--~ 



‘7 97- 3 Pnf== ” -‘ I 

(Rehealed Silic. Qtzitic. 

:s-JOa to CA, white no Su 

!u! - 0-A --.-I... in ,aces brwn 
148.8 160.5 _.~_. - 

~~.~~--- 
healed 

k - 

I Zen wk brecciated/ -__~ 
~--- 

brxx sec’ns 12cm, similar to prev. sec’n few 
re very broken 149.04--149.19; slickens 

--- -__ - -~ .-~ ...I 
-- __-- 

~--- 
-.. -.__ ~~ 

-___~ 
-’ L-.--- Tec’n, few vuggy remnants 

~l.l - -.- 
.__.-_ 

silica 151.9%-152.09 -.- 
i2.33 -white qtz vn 

--.-.- 

ad upper/lowe&ontacts, seriatic 
-~ .-- -. 

usions, no Su’s noted 
- - 

,II rl -:I:--..- L.. ~~. .I. .a ~.a. ., -7-7 -__ 

LJH-79 
I 
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Descriotion f_ !a!2 
HQLE NO. LJu97-4 PAGE 1 CI 8 _.,. ,=. .,.., -.. ~~. ..~ _,-_._~--~.-_-~.~~ 
1-,.-.-~~ __-_- 
Casino - road crush and broken bedrock IDolo’ _~ 

JL.- 1.. ^^_, _-..I- 

(orang co 



py blebs and fine bds 
^_ 

.61--o. I -py cont., fine ampoddy bds to 510% 

kbsec’n y - 
I 

Sa.mple 
.7--7.62 most1 dk-g~liahllv skarnv 7 I I 

i 5.7 1, 6.7 (~-l~---i 

hairline calcite 

and small ’ 

core broken, vuggy fractflmm) /I tc 
surface 6.23--8.36 in moa 

-coarse 15cm) to fine 1 r 

bstod, 
increasin m 
Fina py bdg concentration 16.5~--10.( 

wd~end of secqhna h& ~nrl I I 

++&~.oI I-0.91 - 
t- 

unit text’rd chg to naxt 



Reck 100% -__~ L 

f-t- 

-.._. -010 near 26.06, 1-2~1 fr@& 
.ix, somewhat claiev 

i.67--26.94 
--7 Gvitiiii blebs* ---‘..I -~-F-----t-- 

‘n near 25.3 RI ~____ 
110 28.85-29.56 

I I 
I 27.121 i-l1oG! 
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sxl ~- 
D. LJu 97:4 PAGE.7 of 8 

onlorted @ 131.05 
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136.76; 1_37.03; 137.16; 137.3; 137.1 
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‘roperty: Jersey 
itarted: _~ 4 March 1997 

d. I I I I ,grmr ,g,mr , I I-----I 

some actin and qtz 
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black irreg blebs of (no=el) fg mix of acfin and talc 

39.32; 395-39.65; 39.83 Samples 36.88 38.55 LJH-122 1.68 - 0.5 - z,- 
38.55 40.02 LJH-123 1.46 - 0.14 - 0.5 - - 

disem py _ _~- ~--.___ .-- 
pale green (simll. to 46.67-49.13) 50.96.-51.39 
6mm bd fg py @ 75” cfq 512 
grey mg mottled Ls garnet @ cntct lo 51.4 
13mm diop skarn @ cntct with brwn @ 70° @ 51.4 
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IDriller: Allen Potapoff ( iCore Size: BORemarks: *Mine Coords (Imperia!)__j-~ _,.._ I..._ ~_I_ 1 1 1 1 

1 
1 

2.131 2.44 1 
I 

1 - ~ 
Sample )65O 1 2.131 2.44 1 ILJH-1341 0.51 1 0.51 5510.01 --Z 

-.- 
; - 

I===== healed hrr 
I=== -’ 

3ccia -10” CA @7,31 

intermixed grey and bkqpoor bdg 21.2 60° ---~ -- __ -..-- .--- -.-.-~ __._ ..--, -.--.. 
cg white, occas speck; 2mm bd sulfide @ 22.2 450 

Sample 21.18 22.25 LJH-137 /.L’i - ~~--~ -__-- -.,- -Z.--I- - - - 
blue bdg - 23.62- 24.05 500 

speckles of black-green mineral 
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pale green, mssive sk with 
mottled sk with 20% blebs 
limestone tr polpy-to 

!22lomite 
dk grey/black fg bdd, lo med grey, fg massive 
wk brxx for 30cm before sulfide tone 
heavy py - wk bdg and brxx - 62.72--64.19 750 ._I____------~.I_-- 
(-60% py and 2.5% sp&i-3Ocm, then 4% aph In rest) 

- 
__ -...- 

___ 

500 64.19 113.7 
o contact @ 5FCA (// to bds in arg) 

wtwn-black lo dk green. brwn areas may be __----- 
2nd bio and green areas are hard skarny -Sample 66.66 67.61 
t py on slips along bdg. 1 st 9m hard and skarny 1 
ir-2% p?stnoxy-@ 66.14 and from 66.44--67.976g,3 

25m_z?_brx_x_st~wlth_~c)%.~o~5~~A - 
25mm brxx qtz-cb vnlt with 30% po @ 55O CA - 

ss.s ~.__ __ ~.. 

~ _ __~.._. 

LJH-160~ I.15 - - - - - -I _ 
- -..-~ 

-.._ 
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pm 105.76 on - more biolitic with fg mica along ~-. -. .-- 
Js. still silic - looks like Leroy arg from drilling 
Imm glz vein with green specks @ 45’ CA @ 106.87 
to bedding 

np qlz vein u CA @ 107.1 - warpy 
~.~~~.~!~.vei~.,~..i~~~~.~s,4i wllh minor py blebs 
iz blebs to 40° core, 109.05--109.17 
3mn) white gtz vein @ loo CA @ 110.64 

:B ~!?%!!QEY bdd on 111.7;-_ 112.16 -- 

P 

-.- 
-- I 

I 

-- -.- z --_ -,.-- 

-. .-A-.- 
~ss mica 
tinor py,on fract @j-l&!6 
Icf. ii &Fi12.16--112.62 
.5cm blebey - 112.66 

t 
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Gperty: Jersey - 
tarled: 2 April 1997 _- .-_.. 

I F--v-‘ 

I 
]Lat * &5N Dep * 8: 

mainly grey blue wilh white mollles <lmm . 
!g~$jW d&l 

..~~ ,... -...- 
5.21.-6.25 

gradmg to cg white 1x41--14.75 - -~..- ,..~._. r-------- 
_mainly brwn bdd, with chlor 



--_ _~____ 
17.77 23.96 

mamly fg white with occas vague bnd of grey bd~g 
fairly uniform lhroughout 
sharp-cntct with granite @ 35” 

_~--- __- 
~. ----. 

c __ -.- -_--_ --~-.-_~ -_- -__~ 
--_ 

--_-. .__I__ 
__.~ 

25.6 26.21 LjqTie~ --(D(- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- ..- 
lusters of chloritic ‘)fi V--W *-J L”.YL--L”.“L I I I I 1 I I 

tin wntte mica and py @ 26.31 @ 40° 1 
32.43-32.76 
-L- . ..I... -I___ -_I:.. I I I I I 

__~_-.~ ea Dolornit nd Limestone 
green drop-garn sk for 4cm al cntcl 

.I~ -- _ 
39.04 40.35 ^ __-.- 

very while fg dol with occas brwn garn to 129.6 
grey mg Ls with occas of above to 132.4 



i to 2cm 
._ et to 5mm 

Lime stone 



___ 

-- 



HOI F M 
rlnlnmlta 

!d 

--..._ 



,occas vague re _.- 
with minor mafix 85.22.-85.64 

I___- 

-- 

leached mafix and flacks 



-- 

--_- 

._-- 



I I I .I 1 

E.O.H. 126.79 J 



ISULTAN MINERAL: 42. -- DIAMOND DRILL CORE LOG 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 

I I I 
IPROPERW Jersey 

;tarted: 25 Sept. 1997 
;ompeted: 30 Sept 1997 

Mer: Pete Potepoff 

Lat: 3190 1 Dep.: 7330 ICol. El.: 4008 
Lo 

Azimuth: --_-- Dip: --90° (Lgth.: 77.0 Location 4000 Level Jersey 

Core Size: BQ (Remarks: Detailed Assay Certificates in ‘APPENDIX 6’ 1 __ 
I I I I I I I I I I I 



IOLE NO. LJ 9; -PAGE 2 OF 3 

. 

aig&g-&gill&Q ~-- 
3rey pale brown __--__- 
-__ -I_- -- I_-__- limwe 
/&grained mottled grey with 2mm brown 
argillaceous bands -- 33.6 
palegreen gouge 33.6 to 33.9 - 
rusty fine grained limestone~0.lmm 
@&bands 

-- --- 
33.9 to 34.1 

blue grey banded medium gGd34.1 to 34.6 --- 

.-- 
some are, 
Iwall bl, 
grapiK 
occasional vugclyome ru51 q 
I-- -I_ 

Silmple --- 

various <s,some II CA 
as siliceous, some limey- 
?erbonaceousl_--- 
slickerzonfrnclures-- 

-.rartzveinlo3mm 

+- 
Samole 

Ieucocratlc, mealum gramed --- 
of mafics (3.-4mm nr -__ -7-W 
6cm grey green gouge - as abo”e L. ., ~.. .r:.- . . . 

2cm lampl-opnk 
.~ - .̂  ̂

xm wnlte quartz, : .-- 
yxy fine black mel 
‘vain is iii) dn’ r* 
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